Abstract -Consider a scenario in which two parties Alice and Bob as well as an opponent Eve receive the output of a binary symmetric source (e.g. installed in a satellite) over individual, not necessarily independent binary symmetric channels. Alice and Bob share no secret key initially and can only communicate over a public channel completely accessible to Eve. We derive a lower bound on the rate at which Alice and Bob can generate secret-key bits about which Eve has arbitrarily little information. This lower bound is strictly positive as long as Eve's binary symmetric channel is not perfect, even if Alice's and Bob's channels are by orders of magnitude less reliable than Eve's channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
We assume in this paper that Alice, Bob and Eve know the erated by a discrete memoryless source according to some probability distribution P X Y Z , and PXYZ is of the form PXYZ = PR . P X~R . P Y~R . P z l~ for an unbiased binary random variable R (the bit broadcast by the satellite) and three independent binary symmetric channels P x~R , P Y~R and P Z~R with bit error probabilities E A , C B and € E , respectively. The case of dependent channels can easily be transformed into a corresponding scenario of independent channels.
SECRET-KEY RATE
The secret key rate of P X Y Z , denoted S ( X ; Y l l Z ) , was defined in [2] as the maximal rate M J N at which Alice and Bob can generate secret shared random key bits S I , . . . , SM by exchanging messages over an insecure public channel accessible to Eve, such that the rate at which Eve obtains information about the key is arbitrarily small, i.e., such that where C' is the collection of messages exchanged between Alice and Bob over the public channel. Note that the bits S t , . . . , SM can be used as the key in the one-time pad system for transmitting a message in perfect secrecy over the public channel.
The following upper and lower bounds on S ( X ; Y l l Z ) were proved in [2]: S ( X ; Y ( I Z ) _< min[I(X; Y ) , I ( X ; Y l Z ) ]
and
S ( X ; Y l l Z ) 2 max[I(Y;X) -I ( Z ; X ) , I ( X ; Y ) -I ( Z ; Y ) ] .
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This lower bound states the intuitive result that the secret key rate is positive if either Eve (knowing Z ) has less information about Y than Alice or, by symmetry, Eve has less information about X than Bob. Furthermore, it was demonstrated in [2] by an example that, quite surprisingly, S ( X ; Y l l Z ) can be positive even if neither of these conditions is satisfied, i.e., if the right hand side of (11) vanishes or is negative. The purpose of this paper is to prove a lower bound on the secret key rate of binary random variables for the c a e where both Alice's and Bob's channels are noisier than Eve's channel, i.e., E A > and LB > E E .
RESULTS
Let c 7 (1 -€ A ) € B + E A ( ] -€B)
and cL
We have 
IV. GENERALIZATIONS
Using techniques decribed in [3] , the same bound can be proved for the much stronger definition of secret key rate which requires that the total amount of (rather than the rate at which Eve receives) information about S be negligible.
